Wikipedia corpus by (Kauchak, 2013) . The CW corpus contains 731 simple English sentences in which one complex word is substituted by Wikipedia editors. The second data set Lex M Turk is commonly used for CWI is composed of 500 sentences from Simple English and containing one complex word in each sentence. The third data set Simple Wikipedia composed of 1,67,689 sentences taken from simple English Wikipedia sources. The CWI systems are being leveraged on 8700 sentences from the third data set.
Consider a sentence as an example: "Our University follows the praxes of Guru Nanak Dev Ji". The automated system firstly collects complex words using complexity measures described in table-1 below, eg. praxes, then look for suitable matches that can be appropriately replaced with it without affecting the meaning of sentence. A thesaurus lookup produces the following replacements: practices, rehearse, exercise and drill. Here rehearse, exercise and drill need to be dropped because they are falling out of context. Finally the automated system would find appropriate substitute as 'practices' and substitute it with its complex variant, generating the simple sentence: "Our University follows the practices of Guru Nanak Dev Ji". The following Fig. 1 shows the lexical simplification of text through CWI. In 2010, Lucia Specia et. al. 3 described English text simplification using context aware lexical simplification approaches. They have outperformed with the best G-score among nine participating teams in SemEval-2012. In 2012, De Belder et. al. 4 proposed a method in which combination of two sources as lexicon and language model is introduced. Out of given text, the idea is to generate two lists; one list contains synonyms from lexical databases while second list holds alternative words generated through latent word models. A probabilistic model then estimates the probability of substitute for original complex word. 18 attained handsome accuracy in CWI using SVM linear classifier.
Cwi Systems At Semeval-2016 Task 11
SemEval is the semantic evaluation series of computational linguistics held in San Diego, California every year. SemEval-2016 has provided a platform for different linguistic tasks to the Linguistics-Computing professionals. One of the tasks was CWI in which total 42 teams across the world participated and 20 teams have submitted their systems for CWI 12 . Following is the summary of systems with their accuracy of findings. The evaluation is carried out in terms of G-score metric which is the Harmonic Mean of accuracy and recall.
Best performed System Sv000gg
The reason behind the highest G-score of sv000gg system is the ensemble of machine learning classifiers. The system does hard voting of complex word labels predicted through different classifiers. The soft voting in which system classifies the estimates of complexity through maximum argument of traditional hard voting. This makes the system confident to classify the complex words in the given context from the text snippet.
The other reason for the performance of the system is features used in classification process. This system has used total 69 features which are grouped into four categories as Binary, Lexical, Collocational and Nominal features covering the wide range of features than other systems in the competition. In this system the training of classifiers is done through 21 voters which are grouped into three categories as Lexicon based, Threshold based and Machine learning. The third group of machine learning contains the ensemble of seven Machine learning algorithms due to which system got strengthened with more preciseness in classification. Further the results are undergone through five fold cross validation over a joint dataset.
Challenges In Text Simplification
One of the biggest challenges in Natural Language Processing is ambiguity problem. Since last decade many researchers have tried to reduce the ambiguity through word sense disambiguation techniques. CWI also comprises many challenges including ambiguity. Accuracy of appropriate substitutes depends on dataset used for classification based CWI. Results of text simplification may not be promising if a classifier is trained using immature dataset. In SemEval-2016, the submissions of twenty teams worked in the same direction to enhance the lexical simplification process of web text. They have faced so many challenges while developing solutions for CWI. Following are the challenges in CWI for lexical simplification of text:
1.
To Accurately identify Complex Words 2.
An appropriate thesaurus lookup (Avoid jargons and dyslexic phrases) 3.
The Context aware substitution (Substitutes of complex variants should preserve the semantic structure of sentence) 4.
To measure the degree of ambiguity of complex words (Word sense disambiguation) 5.
To make non-native English user understand the complex challenging words in complex sentences. 6.
To identify simplification needs of individuals by comparing complexity of words with overall users of English on the web of same category. 7.
To build a new corpus to be used in Lexical Simplification and other tasks related to semantic evaluations. 8.
To measure the applicability of different datasets used in for mation of CWI systems. 9.
To enhance the performance matrices of CWI systems for English text. 10.
To investigate various word parameters used in Lexical Simplification process.
Conclusion
Automated CWI systems are quite useful in assisting aphasic users, non-native English users, second language learners and students as per their simplification needs. The investigation of twenty CWI systems is carried out on the basis of G-score measure of their performances. The SVG000GG system seems to be on the highest position in terms on the G-score. The main reason for the higher performance is due to coverage of wide range of Machine Learning classifiers along with more number of word features considered than other systems. The accuracy of the classification is also validated through five fold cross validation on the joint dataset. This system has brought competition among other systems to incorporate ensemble of classifiers into CWI process. The future aspect of CWI systems will leverage Deep Learning Techniques and Convolution Neural Networks for better performance.
